Ideal Wheeling Rate= Marginal Cost of Wheeling.
It is a characteristic of marginal cost pricing that the wheeling utility will at least recover its incremental operating costs, and will in fact usually make a profit. But there is no guarantee that the profit will be sufficient to recover an appropriate share of the imbedded capital investment in facilities used for wheeling, funds necessary to provide new facilities. The ideal wheeling rate may over-recover or underrecover capital.
It is therefore necessary to adjust the ideal wheeling rate to give the appropriate capital recovery: Two case studies were done using WRATES (Wheeling Rate Evaluation Simulator) a newly-developed public-domain program.
Both studies are based on network and generation data provided by New York utilities.
In one study, up to 400 MW are wheeled from Hydro Quebec to the Long Island Lighting Company (LILCO). The wheeling flows are in the same direction as normal flows, so they increase losses and exacerbate any problems with network constraints.
Effect of Constraints
Without network constraints and ignoring revenue-reconciliation issues, the ideal wheeling rate from a marginal-cost perspective is determined by marginal losses and marginal generation costs. When wheeling causes flows to exceed transmission limitations, corrective action must be taken-at some cost, which is charged to the wheeling transaction. Figure 1 shows the WRATES-computed ideal wheeling rate for the Hydro Quebec wheeling. The amount wheeled caused transfers across a key interface to exceed its capability. For comparison, Figure  1 also shows the ideal wheeling rates assuming infinite transfer capability.
Effects of Revenue Reconciliation
There is no a priori theory for fixing the revenue reconciliation adjustment. It depends on network flows, on the number of inter-area interconnections, on fuel costs and capital investments, etc. The revenue reconciliation adjustment may have a significantly greater effect on wheeling rates than losses or network constraints.
Conclusions
Marginal wheeling costs can exhibit counter-intuitive behavior. One example is a decrease in incremental losses when loads increase.
Marginal wheeling costs are quite sensitive to network conditions, including transmission constraints, transmission and generation outages, load levels, and locations and operating costs of generating units.
Marginal wheeling costs are also quite sensitive to how interconnected utilities are operated-for instance, if several wheeling utilities are jointly dispatched, the marginal cost of wheeling is in general different from what it would be were they dispatched as a single pool.
The very difficult topic of revenue reconciliation seems to need further thought. In particular, capital recovery using a multiplicative revenue reconciliation method seems to be unduly sensitive to load levels and wheeling levels.
Discussers: P. Ebrahimzadeh, S. Short-Term Hydro-Thermal Dispatch Detailed Model and Solutions
Introduction
The paper presents an efficient solution of the Short-Term HydroThermal Dispatch (STHTD) problem. This includes the head variations, the effect of cascaded multichained reservoirs and the time delays of water flow in the hydro system, and also the effects imposed by the load flow equations and the security constraints. The solution method includes most of the advantages of the existing work in the area and avoids its shortcomings.
Based on the above considerations, the proposed STHTD has been decomposed into a hydro subproblem and a thermal subproblem based on Kuhn-Tucker optimality conditions. In addition, Network Flow Programming has been implemented to assure fast and accurate solution of the hydro subproblem. To speed up the process, the thermal subproblem is solved by a combination of Equations of Coordination (EOC) and Optimal Power Flow (OPF). To assure convergence, a line search (called CIX Adjustment) between each two iterations is performed to improve the thermal generation objective.
Practical Procedure
The algorithm for solving the thermal subproblem and hydro subproblem iteratively has been shown in Figure 1 with a computational flow chart. The importance and the implementation of the CIX Adjustment will be discussed later.
Noting that the thermal subproblem is a separable problem with respect to time, it can be further decomposed into a set of optimal dispatch problems. A solution based on a detailed model of the thermal subsystem is the Optimal Power Flow.
In general, any OPF can be plugged in as a module to fulfil the task with minor changes in an existing module.
For constant reservoir heads, the hydro subproblem formulated in this work has a pure network structure. Therefore, the problem can be solved by applying a network flow algorithm in a single step. However, since head variations have been accounted for, extra steps must be taken and iterations are needed.
Oscillation has been noticed if the hydro-thermal problem is solved * At present with Ontario Hydro.
IEEE Power Engineering Review, November 1989 by direct iteration of the hydro and thermal subproblems. The reason for this oscillatory behavior is, on one hand, due to the nonlinear relation of the discharge q and the bus incremental cost X. On the other hand, the input-output relation (X -q relation) of the hydro subproblem, solved by network flow programming, is linear.
In order to assure that the process is convergent, the oscillation must be controlled or be totally eliminated. A special treatment of this problem, the CIX Adjustment, which inserts a line search in between two iterations, has been proposed.
The task of the CIX Adjustment is to perform a line search to determine the point at which the cost is minimum. The Fig. 1 . The input of the global stabilizer is the center of inertia speed deviation of slow-coherent generators. The present paper is mainly focused on the practical considerations in implementation of the proposed stabilizer. First, the optimum allocation of this stabilizer is discussed. We introduce an index of "modeinput-assignability," by which the best sites of the stabilizer can be identified. Next, for practical applications, an estimation method for the approximation of the input of the global PSS is introduced. Here, an approximated value of the center of inertia speed is obtained from a suitable combination of the rotor speed data of a few properly selected "key generators."
Lightly damped or even negative damping oscillatory modes associated with rotor dynamics of synchronous generators are widely experienced in practice. When the individual power grids are interconnected with AC tie-lines, it forces the generating units to participate in both local and inter-area oscillations, which are referred to "composite mode oscillations."
Our research is concerned with the dynamic stability enhancement of interconnected power systems through stabilization of composite mode electromechanical oscillations. In a companion paper, we propose a new concept of a "Hybrid PSS" with a two-level control strategy based on the coherency and time-scale property of interconnected power systems. The damping characteristics of both local and inter-area modes are improved effectively. Local and global inputs are considered for the proposed stabilizer, where the global input is the "center of inertia speed" of the slow-coherent machines.
Implementation of the proposed stabilizer needs that further practical problems are taken into account. One of these problems is the allocation of the stabilizer. Generally, the stabilizers may not be effective on the system stability if they are not located in suitable positions of the system. This paper is focused on the above discussed problems. We mention a method for the identification of optimum sites for the application of the Hybrid PSS. We introduce an index of "mode-inputassignability" for the allocation problem by the following equation the states xj, which are included in the i-th input. The greater the value of M' is, the stronger the coupling between the particular swing mode Xk, and the i-th input is. The above index of "mode-input-assignability" can provide a good guide to identifying optimum sites for stabilizer implementation.
Another problem is that for the global input signal, which is taken as the center of inertia speed, the rotor speed data from all generators in the slow-coherent group are needed in the stabilizer site. But, practical constraints persuade to apply feasible methods for the above data acquisition problem. An algorithm for the selection of the "key generators" for the remote data measurements, is introduced as below:
Step 1: Calculating the Ld matrix for coherent machines with respect to inter-area mode.
Step 2: Determining the most dominant machines of the study area from the entries of Ld. 
